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试英语真题试题Ⅰ.Vocabulary and StructureDirections: There are

30 incomplete sentences in this part. For each sentence there are four

choices marked A), B), C)and D). Choose the ONE answer that best

completes the sentence. (10%)1. On the desert travelers often see

_______rivers and lakes.A. imagining B. imaginative C. imaginable

D. imaginary2. The only thing _____ is that you consult your lawyer

about it.A. which I can suggest B. which can suggest C. that I can

suggest D. that can suggest3. The gangster ________at his helpless

victim and put a cigarette just out of A. scorned, arm’s distance B.

sneered, reach C. peeped, arm’s length D. grinned, hold4.“Do

you want to stay for super？”---‘I______, if you don’t mind.’

A. would much rather go home B. would rather go home much C.

much rather go home D. the same as5. The discovery of the ruins of

an ancient palace was the of their expedition.A. climax B.

opportunity C. crisis D. adventure6. He that his guests were bored,

although they were listening politely.A. impressed B. sensed C.

inferred D. identified7. The work he was upon would him, he hoped,

the fellowship to Oxford.A. allow B. accept C. earn D. reward8.

Mary is _______ than Alice.A. more experienced a teacher B. a more

experienced teacherC. more an experienced teacher D. more

experienced teacher9. Television was not invented by any one

person. ______ into being overnight.A. Nor did it spring B. Nor



does it spring C. Nor has it sprung D. Nor can it spring10. In the

nineteenth century_____ of communication developed--- the

railway.A. a new means, was B. a new mean, was C. new means, was

D. new means, wereⅡ.Fill in the blanks with the following words

(10%)appealing, autonomous, ethnic, in, large, majestic, rich,

throughout, types, with, Qinghai province, located ____ the

northeastern pant of the Qinghai-Tibet plateau, is known as “the

roof of the world”. The climate is a typical plateau continent

climate. the low temperature, long sunshine ______ strong radiation,

and low-level oxygen are the main characteristics of the climate of

the province. Qinghai province is ______in area and _____ in

natural resources. There are more than 250 ______of wild animals.

one hundred and twenty-three kinds of minerals have been

discovered. The natural scenery in the province is also beautiful and

______with its own unique characteristics. All the _____ groups

living in Qinghai have a long history. Local folk customs are unique

and _______. Qinghai province has trade relations with 40 countries

and regions __________ the world. The whole province has six

_______ prefectures.Ⅲ. Translate the followings into English

(20%)1、园林2、万丈盐桥3、书法4、阿尼玛卿雪山5、中秋

节6、藏传佛教7、三江源8、阁9、青藏铁路10、文房四宝
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